
The key benefit of the device includes an ability to use it both as single, 
stand-alone video analytics solution or as an element of the distributed InCen-
tred RecoAcc client-server network

RecoAcc Appliance is a microserver that delivers an AI edge computing platform 
fully compatible with the powerful InCentred RecoAcc Software v.5 for facial 
recognition applications 

RecoAcc Appliance A Facial Recognition

MicroServer

*The image is for reference only. The actual design can vary due to the product enhancement

RecoAcc Appliance can connect IP 

cameras of any manufacturer that 

support RTSP streaming

The ultra-compact size of the device allows enriching video 

surveillance systems with intelligent facial recognition within 

the environments where implementing commercial servers and 

workstations can be complicated or impossible



Features

Application areas

other small distributed sites without available server infrastructure and weak low speed communication

small business (cafe, shops, shopping centres etc.)

ATM

transportation

sites with temporary deployment (construction sites, exhibitions, events in public areas)

faces highlightning in real time 

person identification in real time 

tracking of detected face

setting of minimal identification value in % for each 

detection channel

detection of sex, age, race

status assignment for detected faces: guest (not 

identified), allowed, prohibited, VIP (for identified)

regions of interest in video stream

setup of minimal and maximal face size in pixels for 

each detection channel

integration with access control (using additional 

module)

records logging in detections archive

search in archive by face samples

sort and filtering of archive by  

signs

export of detection records to .xls and .pdf

face search on imported pictures and videos



RecoAcc Appliance is ready-to-use solution. There are not any special knowledges and complicated infrastructure 

required to use this device. Implementation process not harder than setup of IP camera or NVR

Installation of central software ser ver with RecoAcc 5 complies to the principle of Easy 

Deployment and requires only the workstation or server (physical or virtual)

Advantages

small dimensions: 91,4 (W) x 76,6 (L) x 70 (H) mm

support up to 5 FullHD channels (depending on the modification)

full compatibility with distributed model of RecoAcc 5
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